Span Surfaces for Recessed Deck Beds

Specialty models to accommodate the unique challenges of recessed deck beds.

Featuring Span’s proprietary Safety Edge™ two-piece bolster system, adapted to overcome the design restrictions inherent in recessed decks.

Choose from among these leading Span surfaces

**Geo-Mattress® UltraMax™**: Premium therapeutic foam
(Item # UNX8SV-29 — see page 26)

**PressureGuard® Custom Care®**: Non-powered reactive pressure redistribution support surface
(Item # NP8SV29 — see page 18)

**PressureGuard® Span-Care®Convertible**: Non-powered reactive pressure redistribution support surface
(Item # SC8SV29 — see page 13)

**PressureGuard® Custom Care® Convertible**: Convertible treatment with add-on alternating pressure and lateral rotation
(Item # CL8SV29; add-on control unit item #6500 — see page 16)

**PressureGuard® Custom Care® Convertible LAL**: Convertible treatment with add-on microclimate management, alternating pressure and lateral rotation
(Item # CL8SV29; add-on control unit item #8400 — see page 17)

**PressureGuard® Easy Air® LR**: Microclimate management, alternating pressure and lateral rotation
(Item # L8SVLR-29 — see page 5)